Fast simulation for stratified indoor airflow distributions is desired for various applications, such as design of advanced indoor environments, emergency management, and coupled annual energy simulation for buildings with stratified air distributions. Reduced order models trained by pre-computed computational fluid dynamics results are fast, but their prediction may be inaccurate when applied for conditions outside the training domain. To overcome this limitation, we propose a fast and self-learning model based on an in situ adaptive tabulation (ISAT) algorithm, which is trained by a fast fluid dynamics (FFD) model as an example. The idea is that the ISAT will retrieve the solutions from an existing data set if the estimated prediction error is within a pre-defined tolerance. Otherwise, the ISAT will execute the FFD simulation, which is accelerated by running in parallel on a graphics processing unit, for a full scale simulation. This paper systematically investigates the feasibility of the ISAT for indoor airflow simulations by presenting the ISAT-FFD implementation alongside results related to its overall performance. Using a stratified indoor airflow as an example, we evaluated how the training time of ISAT was impacted by four factors (training methods, error tolerances, number of inputs, and number of outputs). Then we demonstrated that a trained ISAT model can predict the key information for inputs both inside and outside the training domain. The ISAT was able to answer query points both inside and close to training domain using retrieve actions within a time less than 0.001s for each query. Finally, we provided suggestions for using the ISAT for building applications.
Introduction
Fast simulation of stratified indoor airflow distributions is desired for building applications, such as design of stratified indoor environments (Wang et al. 2010 ), emergency management (Zhai et al. 2003) , and coupled annual energy simulation for buildings with stratified air distributions (Zhai et al. 2002) . Although Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models are used in the design and evaluation of ventilation performance with stratified air distribution, they are usually too slow to meet the requirement of a fast computing speed (Zhai et al. 2002) .
To reduce the computing time, researchers proposed a Fast Fluid Dynamics (FFD) model as an intermediate method between the CFD and multi-zone airflow network models (Zuo and Chen 2009; Zuo 2010; Zuo et al. 2010) . FFD solves the same Navier-Stokes and balance equations for energy and species that CFD does. By using different mathematical algorithms, FFD can increase the computing speed by 30 times when compared to CFD (Zuo and Chen 2009; Zuo 2010; Zuo et al. 2010 ). In addition, one can further accelerate the FFD simulation by running it in parallel on graphics processing units (GPUs) (Zuo and Chen 2010a) . Due to its high speed, FFD has been used for simulating various airflows inside and around buildings (Zuo and Chen 2009; Zuo 2010; Zuo et al. 2010; Zuo and Chen 2010c , 2010b , 2010a Jin et al. 2012; Jin et al. 2013) . Furthermore, the FFD was coupled with the Modelica Buildings library (Wetter et al. 2014) for integrated simulations of indoor environment and building HVAC systems . Although significantly faster than CFD, FFD is still not fast enough for the aforementioned applications.
In order to perform fast simulation of stratified indoor airflows, researchers proposed to use reduced order models (ROMs) (Kolokotsa et al. 2009; Hazyuk et al. 2012; Desta et al. 2004; Hiyama et al. 2010; Kim et al. 2015; Ahuja et al. 2011) . A common approach is to use a regression model with a limited number of inputs in order to construct the data-driven ROMs based on pre-calculated CFD results (Chen and Kooi 1988) . However, they can rarely reflect the dynamics of a full order CFD model. On the other hand, ROMs can be built by using the Principal Orthogonal Decomposition method to extract important features (snapshots) of the flow and then project them to a Linear Time Invariant system (Li et al. 2013) . Such ROMs can partially maintain the dynamics of the full order CFD model. Although it can be time consuming to run various CFD simulations to generate training data, the trained ROMs can compute the solution almost instantaneously by either interpolating or extrapolating using an existing data set. However, conventional ROMs can only perform well when the inputs are within or near the training domain. Consequently, if the inputs are too far outside the training domain, the ROMs may resolve them without any guaranteed accuracy (Stockwell and Peterson 2002) .
Obviously, it is too expensive to train a ROM for a domain which includes all the possible inputs of the application. Therefore, to overcome this drawback of conventional ROMs, we propose to a fast and self-learning indoor airflow simulation method. The idea is that we will train the ROM within a domain in which the system is most likely to operate. If the trained ROM cannot project the solutions accurately, a full scale CFD simulation will be executed. The newly generated data from the CFD simulation will then be used to enlarge the training domain for the ROM.
To realize the proposed fast and self-learning airflow simulation method, we selected an in situ adaptive tabulation (ISAT) algorithm. ISAT is a general function approximation method. ISAT was originally proposed to speed up combustion simulations (Pope 1997) . It stores key simulation data in a data table and linearly interpolates the solutions from the table if the inputs are within the region where the interpolation accuracy is guaranteed. Otherwise, it executes a full scale simulation to obtain the solution.
Given that FFD is a full scale airflow simulation model of high speed, the ISAT, a fast and self-learning approach, can be evaluated on accelerating indoor airflow simulation using FFD. Although ISAT has accelerated multi-species combustion simulations (Singer and Pope 2004; Singer et al. 2006) , it is not clear that ISAT will be suitable for indoor airflow simulations. This study implemented and then evaluated the performance of the proposed ISAT-FFD model. We first introduce mathematical descriptions of FFD and ISAT. We then illustrate the implementation of the ISAT-FFD model on a hybrid computing platform consisting of a central processing unit (CPU) and a GPU. Afterwards, using a stratified indoor airflow, we assess the performance of ISAT at the training stage as well as the evaluation stage. Finally, we present the conclusion and potential applications of this research.
Fast Fluid Dynamics
FFD solves the Navier-Stokes equations:
where and are the velocity component in and directions, respectively, is the kinematic viscosity, is the fluid density, is the pressure, is the time, and is the source term, such as the buoyancy force. FFD splits the Navier-Stokes equation into the following three equations:
FFD first solves the advection equation (2) using a semi-Lagrangian method (Courant et al. 1952) . It then solves the diffusion equation (3) with an implicit scheme.
Finally, it solves the pressure equation (4) together with the continuity equation
using a projection-correction method (Chorin 1967) . FFD also applies a similar algorithm to solve the conservation equations of energy and species. For more details of the FFD model, one may refer to the literature (Zuo and Chen 2009; Zuo 2010; Zuo et al. 2010; Jin et al. 2012; Jin et al. 2013; Zuo et al. 2012; Yang 2013) .
In Situ Adaptive Tabulation

Mathematical Description of ISAT
For a nonlinear model such as CFD or FFD, we describe the outputs as a function of the inputs :
, , … ,
where is a set of independent scalar variable ; and is a set of dependent scalar variable . As an example, if a query point is close to a tabulation point , ISAT
can estimate using a linear interpolation: 
ISAT can automatically detect if a linear interpolation can be performed for based on its relationship to the region of accuracy of within which the interpolation error is not larger than error tolerance. Finally, the interpolation error is defined as:
where is the total error tolerance for all outputs, which is a scalar variable set by the user. is an n×n scaling diagonal matrix which is predefined by the users before executing ISAT (Pope 1997) . Its primary function is to make the interpolation error of each output comparable given that number of outputs is larger than one. For example, suppose an output consisting of velocity magnitude and temperature, and velocity magnitude and temperature varying at 0.01 m/s and 0.1 ºC, it is important to multiply the interpolation error of velocity magnitude by a factor of 10 to ensure that the accuracy of velocity magnitude prediction is not neglected. Now, by assuming a constant approximation of , and substituting Equation (9) in Equation (12), one obtains:
Equation (14) is the criterion used to determine if the linear interpolation Equation (9) is valid for point . By subsequently applying Cholesky decomposition (Tuma 2002) to the semi-definite symmetrical matrix , one can obtain the equation below, 1
where is an m×m unitary matrix and is an m×m diagonal matrix. Equation (15) 
The is the diagonal entry of n×m diagonal matrix , which is derived from Singular Value Decomposition of . The sketch of the EOA in different dimensions is shown in Figure 1 . It is worthy to note that due to the incorporation of the constant assumptions and essence of linear approximation of nonlinear function, it is not guaranteed that the interpolation error is less than the error tolerance for all the points in the EOA (Pope 1997) . Figure 2 shows the workflow of ISAT. Given a query point , ISAT will perform one of the following three actions: retrieve, grow or add. As the first step (step 1.1), ISAT will look up in the data table and find the nearest data point to , which is assumed hereby to be . Then step 1.2 is used to check if the query point is within the EOA of . If so, the retrieve action will be executed using Equation (9) in step 2.1, and its linear interpolation will be returned in step 2.2. If not, an evaluation of the nonlinear Equation (6) in step 3.1 will be performed. Furthermore, the inequality (12) will be used to determine if the difference between the solution of Equations (6) and (9) is less than the error tolerance in step 3.2. If the inequality (12) is met, the grow action will be performed to enlarge the EOA with minimal volume increase to contain the query point by updating the matrix and in Equation (15) in step 4 using Householder matrix algorithm and rank-one modification algorithm (Pope 2008) . The query point is going to be abandoned. Otherwise, the add action will be performed to add the query point as one additional record in the table of step 5. 
ISAT Workflow
where is the total number of add and grow under the current interval, is the number of queries, and is a constant coefficient. By default, 0 and 0 indicate that the training is complete if under the current interval there are no add and grow actions generated. 
ISAT-FFD Integration
The ISAT algorithm and FFD models have been implemented in previous studies (Pope 1997; Zuo and Chen 2009 ). We will now describe the implementation of the ISAT and FFD coupling, which enables setting up the ISAT algorithm, launching the FFD simulation, and extracting the FFD results for the ISAT algorithm. As shown in Figure 4 , the first stage in the ISAT-FFD scheme is initialization. This includes setting up ISAT parameters, e.g. error tolerance and dimensions of inputs and outputs, and defining the training range for the studied problem. In the training stage, query points within the training domain are generated to populate the ISAT data table. If using the constant interval method, the ISAT table is completely trained once all the generated points are evaluated. If using automatic interval refinement method, the ISAT table training is completed once inequality (17) in section 3.3 is met. After the ISAT table is trained, the program moves to the evaluation stage, where query points within the evaluation domain are generated as inputs. During the evaluation stage, most queries will be handled by retrieve and the remaining few queries will be answered by calling FFD.
Figure 4 Framework of ISAT-FFD approach
The ISAT-FFD framework was implemented using C code. To speed up the FFD simulation, a FFD program running in parallel on a graphic processing unit (GPU) was developed . The parallelization was realized using a hybrid code of C and OpenCL language (Khronos 2012) . Cornell University provided the original ISAT source codes written in FORTRAN. The source codes are available at:
https://tcg.mae.cornell.edu/isat.html. The simulation was performed using a DELL workstation with a Xeon E5-1603 CPU and AMD FirePro W8100 GPU.
Numerical Experiments
To evaluate the feasibility and performance of the proposed ISAT-FFD model for indoor airflow simulations, we evaluated it using a mixed convection flow in a room with a box at the centre. Since the ISAT algorithm only allows one error tolerance for all outputs, we used the scaling matrix defined in Equation (12) to convert the errors from different outputs into a single aggregated error. However, users will have to construct the scaling matrix on a case-by-case basis. The following two sections will discuss the case description and the construction of the scaling matrix for this case study.
Case Description
As sketched in Figure 5 , this case involves a stratified airflow with strong buoyance in a closed space, by adding a heat source to the obstacle and controlling the temperature of the walls (Wang and Chen 2009 ). The box is located at the center of the room. We chose this case other than a real room because the experimental data obtained from a wellcontrolled environmental chamber had high quality which was often used for model validation (Chen and Srebric 2002) . The inlet velocity magnitude and temperature are 1.36 m/s and 22.2 ºC, respectively. Note that the inlet velocity is normal to the inlet surface area.
The temperatures of the box surface, top, floor, and other walls are 36.7 ºC, 25.8 ºC, 26.9 ºC, and 27.4 ºC, respectively. Note that the velocity at and inside obstacle is 0. The grid size is 40 × 40 × 40 and the simulation time is 300s with a time step size of 0.05s. The FFD model and numerical settings have been validated in a previous study ).
After validating the FFD model, we presented the velocity magnitude and temperature contours at the plane sliced at Y=1.22 m, as shown in the Figure 6 . Both contours show that the strong buoyance airflow has a stratified distribution in velocity and temperature. In terms of velocity, high jet is formed near the ceiling and circulation was shown between the box and room. Regarding the temperature, the plume clearly occurred above the heated box. 
Construction of the Scaling Matrix B
For the mixed convection flow defined above, we defined two sets of inputs:
temperature (20 -30 ºC) and inlet velocity magnitude (1 -2 m/s) as shown in Table 1 . The corresponding outputs can be normalized as:
where | | is the velocity magnitude at the inlet; and are the lowest temperature and highest temperature in the inputs, respectively. To get the highest ratio, we divided the highest by the lowest . The results were summarized in Table 1 . As the ratios are in order of 10 for all the tests, we set the diagonal entries of corresponding to velocity magnitude outputs as 10. 
Simulation Results
To gain comprehensive understanding of ISAT-FFD for indoor airflow simulation, we studied its performance in both the training and evaluation stages. The results and findings are presented in the following two sections.
Performance of ISAT-FFD in Training Stage
This section accounts the performance of the ISAT-FFD model at the training stage.
It focuses on the cost of training (measured by training time) associated with four key factors: training methods, error tolerances, numbers of inputs, and numbers of outputs.
Training Methods
This test compares the training time by using the two training methods proposed in Section 3.3. We used two inputs consisting of and and one output of . In the training domain both temperatures ranged from 25 to 30 ºC. The error tolerance for the output was set to 0.4. When using the constant interval method, the increment in each dimension was defined to be 0.1 K.
By using the constant interval method, the ISAT-FFD evaluated 2,601 queries, which led to 1,424 retrieve actions, 1,130 grow actions, and 47 add actions, respectively.
Even with a powerful GPU, the ISAT-FFD using the constant interval method took 24.8 hours to complete the training. On the contrary, the ISAT-FFD using the automatic range refinement method assessed 66,049 queries, which is approximately 25 times more than the ISAT-FFD with constant interval method did. However, about 99.9 % of the total queries were resolved by retrieve actions and only 0.01% of the queries resulted in add ( 
Error Tolerances
Equation (16) 
Number of Inputs
The number of inputs affects the training time as it determines the dimensions of the training domain. Also, the indoor airflow is usually sensitive to the boundary conditions, which in this study are the inputs of the ISAT-FFD. Changing the number of inputs will impact the mapping gradient matrix in Equation (10) and hence change the shape of the EOA. To show the potential application of ISAT-FFD in real control purpose, we studied nine scenarios with the number of inputs varying from 1 to 9. The detailed information of inputs is shown in Table 2 . We set as the output and the error tolerance as 1.0, which allows a prediction error of 1.0 ºC. The automatic range refinement method was also used in this scenario. To reduce the computing time for scenarios with large number of inputs, we set the in Equation (17) as 0.005. As Shown in Figure 10 , when one input was used (Scenario #1), the ISAT-FFD needed 9 queries to complete the training in 0.1 hours. Among them, only 2 grow and 3 add actions were needed. If the number of inputs is 4 (Scenario #4), the ISAT-FFD needed 655 queries, including 9 add and 95 grow actions. It took 2.5 hours to complete the training.
Further increasing the number of inputs to 9 (Scenario #9), we found that number of queries went up to around two million consisting of 493 grow and 42 add actions. The training process took 12 hours. Figure 10 shows that power function can depict the relationship between the number of inputs and training time. It is worth to mention that the coefficients of the power function will likely vary for different cases. 
Number of Outputs
The mapping gradient matrix A defined in Equation (10) is also affected by the number of outputs. Thus, the training time of the ISAT-FFD is furthermore a function of the number of outputs. Here we defined four scenarios with the number of outputs from one to four (Table 3) . When the number of output is larger than two, we used the scaling matrix to make the interpolation error of each output comparable. After applying the scaling matrix , we intended to set the single error tolerance ɛ for each output as 0.4. As introduced before, ISAT allows only one total error tolerance ɛ , which is calculated using the following definition:
where ɛ is the error tolerance for the single output and is the number of outputs. Table 3 Selection of outputs, scaling matrix and total error tolerance for different scenarios In this case, we also used two inputs consisting of and and both temperatures ranged from 25 to 30 ºC. We also used automatic range refinement method during the training.
Simulation results showed that when the number of outputs was as small as one (Scenario #1), the training can be completed with 66,049 queries within about 2 hours.
While increasing the number of outputs to four (Scenario #4), the required queries raised roughly 64 times to 4,198,401. The number of grow and add actions increased about twice the amount to 118 and 25, respectively. Correspondingly, the training time also increased about twice to 6.74 hours. By further conducting the nonlinear regression between the training time and number of outputs, as shown in Figure 11 , it was found that the time growth along the number of outputs were fitted into a power function. Again, it is important to keep in mind that the coefficient in the regression model is not universal for all cases. Figure 11 Relationship between the number of outputs and ISAT-FFD training time
Performance of ISAT-FFD in Evaluation Stage
This section evaluates the performance of a trained ISAT-FFD model by testing it with different new inputs. We first evaluated how it performed under different sizes of an evaluation domain. We then tested how the error tolerance in the training affected the aggregated local errors during the evaluation. The ISAT-FFD was first trained using four inputs and four outputs. The inputs and training domain are defined by Scenario 4 in Table   2 . The outputs and error tolerance are defined by Scenario 4 in Table 3 . Similarly, the automatic range refinement method was used to train the ISAT-FFD. Due to the high sensitivity and turbulence of the flow, we found that it was not possible to complete the training for the entire training domain within an acceptable time. Thus, we set the in Equation (17) to 0.0005, which will deem the training completed if five or less add or grow actions are generated per 10,000 queries. Even with this setting, the training process took 23.2 hours to evaluate the total 1,185,921 queries with 122 add and 850 grow actions.
Performance of ISAT under Different Evaluation Size
The variation of the evaluation domain is defined as: 
where and are the constants defined in the Table 4 . We used a normal distribution to pick the value of query points in each dimension. For instance, Figure 12 shows the distribution of probability for one of the inputs, . This will cause the ratio of queries residing in the training domain be higher than the ratio of evaluation domains covered by the training domain. For instance, in Scenario 1 of Table 4 , only 52% of evaluation domain is covered by the training domain, but 90.7% of the evaluating queries fall into the training domain. We believe that this is closer to a real situation than the data generated by a uniform distribution. A set of 108 queries were generated based on that methodology. Table 4 Generation of different evaluation domains Figure 12 Normal distribution used to randomly generate query points for temperatures of other walls.
To better visualize a five-dimension data points on two-dimension plotting, we used the oval shape to represent four inputs and surface color of oval shape to show the retrieve error for the inputs. where a and b are provided in Table 4 and varies scenario by scenario.
For scenario #1, because the generated query points were largely residing inside the training domain (90%), all the queries were resolved by retrieve actions (Figure 13a ).
Although there were 10 points located outside the training domain, ISAT still predicted the outputs using extrapolation. As a result, the evaluation took only 0.001s, which is negligible.
To evaluate the accuracy of the ISAT-FFD model, we compared the outputs of the ISAT-FFD with the standalone FFD simulation outputs. Here we consider the FFD simulation outputs as reference. Since the add and grow actions actually returned the results of a FFD simulation, the only source of the error was from the retrieve action which approximated the FFD outputs using a linear interpolation. As coloured in red, 19 points were retrieved with actual error larger than the error tolerance of 0.8. The maximum actual error is 1.54, which is about 1.92 times larger than the error tolerance.
The results of Scenario #2 were similar to Scenario #1, as most of the queries (80%) were located within the training domain. There were 21 evaluation query points out of the domain. Again, ISAT can handle all the queries using retrieve action, as shown in Figure   13b When the training domain coverage percentage dropped to 19% in Scenario #3 and 38% of the query points were outside the training domain, about 92% of query points can be handled by retrieve actions as shown in Figure 14a . Among them, 20 points were retrieved with actual error larger than the error tolerance of 0.8. The maximum actual error is 1.62, which is about 2.02 times larger than the error tolerance. Moreover, there are 1 grow and 5 add actions, which were all located outside the training domain, as shown in Figure 14b .
Similarly, further decreasing the coverage as low as 12% and 8% caused that 49.1% and 65.7% of evaluation points were outside the training domain, therefore less query points are evaluated by retrieve actions (Figure 14c and Figure 14e ) and more needed either grow or add action (Figure 14d and Figure 14f ).
We further define speedups to quantify how fast the ISAT-FFD can be: (27) where is the total estimated time for all queries done by directly launching a FFD simulation; is the time cost for the all queries by the ISAT-FFD. We found that if the training domain covers over 30% of the evaluation domain and queries within training domain exceed 80.6%, the speedup can be as high as 1.5 million times. Even when the coverage percentage was as low as 8%, the speedup can be 5.9 times. 
Performance of ISAT-FFD under different error tolerance
The error tolerance ɛ defined in Equation (20) Table 4 .
Using an error tolerance of 0.8, the aggregated errors during the evaluation were 63.735 for the 108 queries. The error for one retrieve during the evaluation on average was 0.59, which indicated that the overall performance of the ISAT-FFD was accurate. With the highest error tolerance being that of 2.8 in training, the total aggregated errors were 110.473 for the 108 queries. On average each retrieve action contributed 1.02 to the accumulated error, which is about 0.37 times of the error tolerance. Figure 15 shows the regression curve between the error tolerance and mean retrieve error in the evaluation. The solid line represents the error tolerance in the training. The regression curve shows that when the error tolerance increased, the mean retrieve error in evaluation also grew to some extent, yet it was always below the error tolerance of the training. It is worth to point out that the coefficient in the regression equation only pertains to the specific case study presented in this paper. Figure 15 the relationship between accumulated error and error tolerance settings
Conclusion
In this paper we explored the feasibility of the ISAT in predicting key information for indoor airflows using FFD for airflow simulation as an example. First, the investigation showed that the automatic interval refinement method is an efficient approach for training ISAT. Second, the error tolerance, the number of inputs, as well as the number of outputs, can significantly impact the training time. Exploiting a trained ISAT, we found that it performed differently depending on various sizes of the training domain. Lastly, we identified that the error tolerance during training could affect the mean retrieve error during an evaluation.
To conclude, a well-trained ISAT table is capable of providing timely and reasonably accurate predictions of indoor airflows simulations. Before training the ISAT, users need to validate the high order models (e.g. CFD or FFD) using experimental data to ensure the accuracy of flow field prediction, from which the training data is extracted.
Afterwards, the validated high order models can generate the reliable training data to train the ISAT for predicting the key information. In addition, before applying ISAT into real project, a sensitivity study needs to be done to select as few inputs as possible to reduce training time. Also, it is critical to determine an appropriate error tolerance for the ISAT training since trade-offs exist between accuracy, performance, and training time. Finally, it is beneficial to make the trained domain cover the evaluation domain as much as possible in order to avoid the need of grow or add actions.
